
August 2-3-4-5 Copalis Beach, WA
 Kindred Gathering 50!KGL

At the old KGI site there is now a resort, Surfcrest, which has bookable condos that sleep six.  R & J will  
lead an excursion to the old Alexanders by the Sea location to walk the site -- KG history with pictures.

Camping is unassigned.  Each site can hold 6 people.  You will be directed as you check in on arrival.  
It is possible to also add tenters to a side lawn area which is not shown.  And, hurrah! -- the centralized 
bathroom is brand new, ADA acessible, clean, commodious and even has boffo keen showers, too! 

DINNERS:  (Remember the food is brought by you!)  Thursday:  Mexican fare.  Friday:  heavy hors
dd’oeuvres.  Saturday:  Bring something grill and to add to salad fixings.  Sunday: Potluck leftovers.  
Note:  The Green Lantern Is a closeby, full-on restaurant.  There is also a small grocery store in town.
Robert will reprise egg and pancake breakfasts on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.  Donations accepted.

It is anticipated there will be two nights of concerts-- yet to be determined.  Many previous KG’ers have
checked in.  We want to be sure we hear everyone!  As for workshops, the standard will apply-- three
allocated spaces and an hour-by hour, centralized sign-up board to add in your offerings.

Questions can go to Robert Force at 
rolefo@gmail.com.

 I will help you figure things out!  

echoescopalis.com
3208 WA 109

Copalis Beach, WA 98535

Welcome Friends!

We have rented an entire motel and adjacent campground and RV 
slots.  The small 8-room motel is already filled by food preparers 
(two have kitchens) and those in need of special care.  Site is 1/2 
mile from pristine ocean beaches.  The KG campground is free as
is “entry” and workshops.  The town is tiny and the motel is on the 
the main drag, so quite easy to find.  Easy to Mapquest, etc.

FFive miles away the small town of Ocean Shores has thousands of 
hotel rooms.  No traffic here-- so an easy commute.  Many folks have 
reported already booking there.  Rideshares are possible to and
from the site.   This year’s  KGL location is 2 miles from the original 
KGI site.  We are coming home! 

Note:  although the motel, 
Echoes of the Sea, has a 
booking page, everything will 
show up as sold out because 
we have reserved the whole 
place.  Still, check out their 
wewebsite for info and pixs.


